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Certain words appear and reappear throughout the Torah.  I don’t mean 

vocabulary words like ohel (tent), mishkan (tabernacle), kohen (priest), or even 

the most frequently used names for the Divine. 

I mean words like ayil (ram).  The ayil has a way of showing up at poignant 

moments throughout the Torah.  It gets caught in the thicket at just the right 

moment to save Isaac from death.  It makes a showing during the Yom Kippur 

ritual, mostly as a foil to the two goats.  And so forth.  The ayil almost becomes a 

recurring character in the long unfolding plot of the Torah. 

One such character is the Kol.  The Voice.  The Kol walks around in the Garden of 

Eden.  It speaks at the Burning Bush.  It peeks out from the Tent of Meeting in the 

form of a tiny aleph at the outset of the Book of Leviticus.  It makes a huge 

appearance at Sinai, where, from a certain angle, it constitutes the sum total of 

the revelatory experience (as opposed to the 613-part effulgence of instructions 

and explanations that we usually refer to as the Torat Moshe). It reminds me of 

the big metal stele in 2001: A Space Odyssey that keeps showing up in different 

millenia on different planets.     

In our parashah, the Kol sneaks in at the end of the narrative, so sneakily, in fact, 

that we barely notice it at all.  And when it comes, it comes with an 
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unrecognizable verb form, adding even more mystery to its identity than was 

previously thought. 

Context:  The Mishkan and Mizbeach (the tabernacle and altar) must once again 

be consecrated.  Not “once again” in the sense that this is a do-over, but in the 

sense that this is yet another version – another iteration – of the one and only 

consecration we’ve already witnessed in both Exodus and Leviticus.  This is what 

the Torah calls “Chanukah,” and it provides the Torah readings for the much later 

holiday of Chanukah that we are all familiar with.  

In this iteration, each tribe will be called upon to bring a dedicatory offering 

consisting of a silver bowl and a silver basin, both filled with choice flour mixed 

with oil; a gold ladle filled with incense; a bull, a ram, a lamb, a goat, two oxen, 

five more rams, five more goats, and five more lambs.  Did you catch a glimpse of 

our ayil, our ram?  Blink and you miss it! 

Each tribe will bring its offering on its own designated day, led by its tribal leader, 

or nasi.  (The pun with the name of our parashah, Naso, is certainly intentional.  

There, each individual is “lifted” – nissa - by his head in order to enact a census.  

Here, the leader is “elevated” above his fellows in order to carry out a ritual that 

will allow an otherwise mundane moment to be “counted.” Elevated.) 

Each tribe must bring the same items as its fellows.  And yet, each tribe’s offering 

is narrated and enumerated in full, as if it were the only one.  This creates a sense 

of repetition and, well, boredom among those listening to the portion.  So much 

so that one might be forgiven for tuning out somewhere after the fourth or fifth 

tribe; for thinking that this is so much “yada yada.”  And, therefore, missing 

something amazing. 
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For as soon as the crowds clear away and the various animals are herded off to 

their pens to await sacrificial slaughter, we suddenly – and I mean suddenly, with 

no transition whatsoever - suddenly see Moses alone.  Alone at the mouth of the 

Tent; alone in the Midbar/Wildnerness; alone with the Voice.  The Kol.  The thing 

that speaks. M’daber. 

Uv’vo Moshe el ohel mo’ed l’daber ito, vayishma et hakol middaber elav mei’al 

hakapporet asher al aron ha’edut, mibein sh’ney hak’ruvim, vaydaber elav 

And when Moses went – or would go – into the Tent to speak with It, he would 

hear the Voice addressing him from above the cover on top of the Pact between 

the two Cherubim, and thus It spoke to him.  

I say “it” to avoid gendering what is obviously an abstraction of God’s self, but 

also because that is a legitimate translation of the Hebrew, and because it 

provides me with a chance to refer to the Voice as something not gendered and 

not in any way decipherable, but nonetheless experienced.  Heard.  Or perhaps 

“felt,” like vibrations of sound. 

It’s as if the kingly commanding God is satisfied with his pageant of bowls and 

lavers and animal offerings, and with his throng of humanity parading through in 

supplication; and now He (capital ‘H’) departs with that throng, leaving Moses 

alone with a truer, simpler form of religion: One person, one non-descript 

location, one Voice representing itself as the epitome of relationship.  Of 

mindfulness.  Of meaning.  Once again, it is the Voice that precedes speech.  The 

aleph, if you will, of anochi, of “here I am.” 

And in this appearance of the Voice, the Torah tells us that the Voice is not 

“m’daber,” speaking, but “middaber,” self-speaking.  The verb is strange.  It is rare 
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in the Hebrew Bible.  Some commentators, like Rashi, believe it to be a 

contraction of “mitdaber,” the reflexive form, as if to suggest that the voice is 

speaking “to itself” and Moses is invited to listen in. 

That explanation would work well for our interpretation, our assertion that this is 

a rare moment of pure encounter and not of “instruction” per se.  But Ibn Ezra 

thinks the word is an infinitive, or even a participle: “speaking.”  And the mem 

followed by the dot in the dalet is an elision of the word “min” meaning “from.” 

Which would cause us to translate the phrase as “When Moses went into the Tent 

from speaking with It,” meaning that Moses is the one speaking, probably in a 

kind of confessional moment, and the Voice is no voice at all, but a great Listener 

to his – or to our – deepest expressions of conscience. 

All of which is to say that our Torah knows it must satisfy our appetite for 

pageantry and ritual wonder, but that it also wants to draw us back to the place 

and time of our origin; to Creation; to the nearly silent padding around in the 

Garden; to the shocking moment at the Bush; to the tumbleweeds blowing at the 

top of bald Mount Sinai; to the quiet breathing of the sleeper dreaming of the 

ladder to eternity; to the frightened prophet in the crevice of the cave listening to 

the still small voice.  The Voice that is always and everywhere.  The Voice that 

wants us to wait for the crowds and noise to die down, and to stay and listen.  

And then to learn what one has always known but must learn again and again. 

And then to “mitnasey” – to allow oneself to be elevated and called into the 

sacred service of one’s own life. 

 


